
Patterns for the flat scallop sections take you through widths of 8" to 20" without having to do 
alterations. The flat straight sections can be 8" or as wide as you want. Valance and pleat patterns are for an 18" 
deep valance, but can be any depth. The Sheffield Valance can be made with or without the jabots. This valance 
and pleat can also be any depth. The Sheffield jabot is made and attached to the mount board separately from 
the valance. It hangs 36" deep and can be altered up to 10" deeper. 

Fabric Suggestions: Most fabrics will work well. Bulk not a major problem. It is recommended the 
Sheffield valance and jabots are contrast lined. Lining can tend to show at the bottom edges of all valances. 
Using a trim will help prevent that. 
Trims: A void stitching bulky or stiff trims into the bottom seams. They will greatly interfere with the box pleat. 
Applying trims to the outside edges is best. Trims must be able to curve on all the scallop pieces and on the 
jabot. 

YARDAGE 

To determine what size your flat sections need to be, subtract 4" from the board face measurement. 
(whether, or not, you are using the jabots) and then divide by the number of flat section desired. Stay within 
8" to 20" if you are using scallop sections. Other widths could be used but you would have to create your 
own scallop shape. 

The jabots must be cut separately from the valance but all of the other pattern pieces can be overlapped to 
eliminate some of the seams when the fabric allows. To know how many flat sections you can get from one 
width of fabric, add 1" to your selected width x 20" deep. The other patterns sizes are: 

Straight Box Pleat ............................................................................... 9" wide x 20" deep
Scallop Box Pleat .............................................................................. 9" wide x 20" deep
Sheffield Box Pleat ......................................................................... 9" wide x 17in. deep
Return (not needed when using jabots) ...................................... 81/2" wide x 20"deep
Jabot ......................................................................................... 25" wide x 401/2" deep

To know the cut lengths for other valance depths, add 2" to your desired finished length. Do this for the flat 
sections, the returns, and all the pleats. The jabot depth (as is) can work well for valance depths up to 
20". 

The same amount of lining will be needed. 

Yardage for Trims: 

Each straight flat section ........................................................... your determined size. 
Each 20" flat scallop section ................................................................................ 22" 
Each 16" flat scallop section ................................................................................. 18" 
Each 8" flat scallop section ................................................................................... 11" 
Each straight box pleat ......................................................................................... 8" 
Each scallop box pleat .................................................................................... 10  1/2" 
Each Sheffield box pleat ....................................................................................... 9" 
Each return (not needed when using jabot) ............................................................. 9" 
Each jabot ........ ............................................................................................... 34 1/2" 
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Yardage




